Pavia Systems Discusses the New Wave of Disruptive Technologies at National CEO Tech Forum
George White, CEO of Pavia Systems speaks at BuiltWorld’s first ever national CEO Tech Forum
CHICAGO – April 14, 2016 – 
Pavia Systems
, a transportation infrastructure software company, today
announced its participation at BuiltWorld’s firstever CEO Tech Forum on April 21, in downtown
Chicago. CEO and cofounder, George White, will be a panelist discussing disruptive technologies in
the industry, among other CEOs from Paracosm, VR Studios and SkyCatch. Other speakers for the
event include professionals from Microsoft, Caterpillar Ventures, Autodesk and more. Disruptive
technologies involve an innovation that creates a new market and value network.
George White will discuss the realtime, strategic project inspections through the use of remarkable
technologies. Pavia System’s 
HeadLight tool is an example of transforming the inspection process by
providing a central hub to allow owners, owner’s representatives, and designbuild teams to manage
and document risk and communicate progress with stakeholders and funding partners.
The HeadLight tool is a mobile first, integration friendly platform to enable realtime communication
and documentation for heavy civil projects. It is designed for state and local roadowning government
agencies, consulting engineering firms that offer project inspection services and roadbuilding private
contractors that wish to gain easier, more effective, and lesscostly ways for their teams to perform
onsite project inspections.
“This will be an exciting opportunity to discuss the growing use of disruptive technologies across the
industry,” said White. “We are thrilled to be a part of 
BuiltWorlds CEO Tech Forum because it fosters
great collaboration and continues a meaningful conversation to advance the industry.”
The conference will bring together national industry thought leaders and change agents for the ever
evolving technology industry. Other topics of discussion at the conference include wearables,
robotics, modular construction, apps for safety, reporting, documentation, collaboration, drones, IoT
and virtual reality.
About Pavia Systems
Pavia Systems, Inc., founded in 2005, is a software technology company specializing in the
transportation infrastructure industry. Their awardwinning solutions provide clients with the tools
they need to implement their projects electronically. Products include mobile applications for project

inspection, pavement design, and online training. Pavia’s customers include large departments of
transportation, contractors, equipment manufacturers, and industry related materials companies.
For more information, please visit 
http://www.paviasystems.com/
.
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